
 

 

Grandvalira and Ordino Arcalís launch the 4 
Valls pass for Summer 2021 

 

The 4 Valls pass includes access to the Mon(t) Magic Family Park in Canillo, the 
Funicamp with a 4x4 bus excursion to Lake Pessons included, the possibility of 
golfing in Soldeu, as well as the cable car ride from Tristaina and the chairlift of 

Creussans of Ordino Arcalís 

 
The resorts of Grandvalira Resorts, Grandvalira and Ordino Arcalís, have created for this 
summer the 4 Valls pass, a pass that allows visitors to enjoy nature by collecting new 
adventures whether as a couple, family or friends. This is a pass valid from 12 to 13 June. 
The official premiere of the rest of the facilities and activities of the Grandvalira Resorts 
resorts will be on June 19th.  
 
The summer season at Grandvalira Resorts will end on October 12th. The pass, which can 
be consumed on non-consecutive days, will give access to various activities in Grandvalira 
and Ordino Arcalís, and can be purchased both at the box office and on the websites of 
www.grandvalira.com and www.ordinoarcalis.com.  
 
Both golf lovers and those who want to try for the first time will be able to practice this sport 
at the Golf Soldeu course, the highest in Europe (2,250 meters). You arrive with the Soldeu 
cable car, also included in the 4 Valls pass.  
 
At Mon(t) Magic Family Park, in the Canillo sector, the 4 Valls pass includes the Canillo 
cable car ascent and descent, as well as a pass at the Magic Gliss, a 555 m mountain slide.  
 
In the facilities of the Mon(t) Magic Family Park in the sector of Canillo the fun is assured 
with the zip line of 550 m of length that crosses the lake of the Oven. For the little ones, 
Mon(t) Magic Family Park will continue to offer a multitude of activities and games such as 
pedal cars, acrojump, mini golf and trampolines, among others. And in the Estany del Forn 
area, skate and canoeing activities will continue, as well as summer mushing for dog 
sledding.  
 
And finally, the 4 Valls pass offers lovers of hiking, fresh air and pure nature the opportunity 
to enjoy the views offered by Ordino Arcalís thanks to the panoramic trips by Tristaina cable 
car and the Creussans chairlift, the most alt d'Andorra (2,625 m.), where one of the main 
novelties of the summer awaits the visitor, a new and spectacular tourist attraction in the 
Pyrenees. Taking advantage of the trip, it is a must to visit the extraordinary Tristaina 
Lakes, a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO, as well as the entire Ordino Valley.  

 

4 VALLEYS PASS 

 

“4 Valls” pass 2 tickets - € 29  

“4 Valls” pass 3 tickets– € 38  

“4 Valls” pass 4 tickets - € 45  

 

The customer will be able to choose, depending on the duration, between 2, 3 or 4 tickets 
respectively in a non-consecutive way throughout the summer and according to the opening 
dates of each sector. You can also choose 1 different entry each visit or repeat the same:  

http://www.grandvalira.com/
http://www.ordinoarcalis.com/


 

 

• Entrance 1: Canillo-Mon(t) Magic Family Park Gondola + 1 Descent in the Magic Gliss  
• Entrance 2: Soldeu gondola + 1 Practice Golf  
• Entrance 3: Funicamp + excursion by 4x4 bus to Lake Pessons  

• Entrance 4: Tristaina Gondola (Ordino-Arcalís) + Creussans chairlift  

 
* All passes are for pedestrians only in both directions (no skis or other equipment) 

* You can use more than one ticket in one day  

 

 


